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1 9

a b s t r a c t

20Internet growth has allowed unprecedented widespread access to cultural creation includ-
21ing music and films, to knowledge, and to a wide range of consumer information. At the
22same time, it has become a huge source of business opportunities. Along with great bene-
23fits that this access to the Internet provides, the open and free access to the Internet has
24encountered large opposition based on political, economical and ethical reasons. An ongo-
25ing battle over the control on Internet access has been escalating on all these fronts. In this
26paper we describe first some of the ideological roots of free access to the Internet along
27with its main opponents. We then focus on the problem of ‘‘Internet piracy” and analyze
28the efficiency of efforts to reduce the availability of copyrighted creations that are available
29for non-authorized free download.
30Ó 2010 Published by Elsevier B.V.

31

32

33 1. Introduction

34 As technology allows very high speed access to the
35 Internet for hundreds of millions of people around the
36 world, the pervasive nature of the Internet draws growing
37 opposition. Those who try to restrict, to control or to filter
38 access to the Internet include a wide variety of actors moti-
39 vated by quite different reasons ranging from security to
40 political and ideological ones, as well as economic
41 interests.
42 This work has been triggered by an ongoing legislation
43 battle in France between two opposed approaches for deal-
44 ing with copyright infringements over the Internet and
45 with non-authorized download of copyrighted content.
46 One approach proposes to ban such downloads and to
47 establish a heavy control on downloads, while the other
48 proposes to establish a general tax on internauts that wish
49 to pursue downloading. The revenues of the tax would be
50 redistributed among the copyright owners.

51The HADOPI law can be associated with two basic types
52of restrictions of the access to the Internet. First, there is a
53legal limit, that in absence of this law would not be clearly
54defined, over the content that can be accessed and down-
55loaded through the Internet. Second, there is also the sus-
56pension of the Internet access service that the law imposes
57as part of the sanctions against unauthorized file sharing
58by an Internet subscriber. Other countries have imple-
59mented different types of access restrictions like, for exam-
60ple, blocking access to P2P sites, throttling the traffic of P2P
61users and blocking the use of P2P file sharing protocols.
62The French constitutional Court has rejected some
63aspects of the original HADOPI Act citing the Declaration
64of the Rights of Man and the Citizen 1789, which dates
65back to more than two centuries before the Internet. This
66link may have come as a surprise to many of those involved
67in developing and deploying the Internet, who may not be
68aware of what the Internet represents for society beyond
69its technological revolutionary features and characteristics.
70The first part of this paper examines the ideological
71and legal role of Internet access. We begin by recalling
72in the next section several historical human rights decla-
73rations that had later an impact on legislation concerning
74Internet access. We then present, in the following section,
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75 an overview of legislation and rulings concerning Internet
76 access which refer to these declarations. In the second
77 part of the paper we present a socio-economic vision of
78 the role of the Internet. In Section 4, we examine its iden-
79 tification as a ‘‘public good”, and address the classical is-
80 sues related to public goods: that of free riders and of
81 provisioning. We then present an overview of work on
82 the role of the Internet access as a ‘‘commons” and ad-
83 dress, in particular, the role of wireless access to the
84 Internet. We end the paper with a section that proposes
85 some recommendations on the future of the Internet.

86 2. Human right declarations

87 There are three important documents in the history of
88 human rights: the Virginia Declaration of Rights of 1776,1

89 the United States Declaration of Independence of 1776,
90 and the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen
91 of 1789.2 Whether these texts originated independently, or,
92 on the other hand, were mutually influenced by each other,
93 is a doctrinal discussion in the field of law [35]. What is
94 indisputable is that the ideas of the rational natural school3

95 are present in these declarations:

96 ‘‘That all men are by nature equally free and indepen-
97 dent and have certain inherent rights, of which, when
98 they enter into a state of society, they cannot, by any
99 compact, deprive or divest their posterity; namely, the

100 enjoyment of life and liberty, with the means of acquir-
101 ing and possessing property, and pursuing and obtain-
102 ing happiness and safety” is found in the Virginia
103 Declaration of Rights.
104 ‘‘That all men are created equal; that they are
105 endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable
106 rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the pur-
107 suit of happiness” states the United States Declaration
108 of Independence.
109 ‘‘Men are born and remain free and equal in rights” said
110 thirteen years later the Declaration of the Rights of Man
111 and of the Citizen.

112 Since then, life, liberty and equality were recognized in suc-
113 cessive western constitutional texts as fundamental rights
114 of every human being. Both, French and American constitu-
115 tional texts consecrate the principles considered in the dec-
116 larations, albeit in different ways.4 Worldwide recognition
117 of these principles was achieved with the first article of
118 the Universal Declaration of Human Rights of 1948:

119 ‘‘All human beings are born free and equal in dignity
120 and rights.”

1213. Recognition of Internet access as a fundamental right

122Freedom has many manifestations, e.g., freedom of
123expression and opinion, freedom of press, freedom of
124thought, conscience and religion, freedom of communica-
125tion. All these forms in which freedom is manifested, in
126turn require guarantees to assure its exercise in all areas,
127regardless of frontiers and by any means of expression.5

128Several explicit links between human rights and Inter-
129net access have appeared in the last years. The European
130Parliament [22] believes that the Internet is a universal
131space that now allows the pursuit of all these manifesta-
132tions of freedom as enshrined in the Universal Declaration
133of Human Rights, and the International Covenant on the
134Rights Civil and Political Rights, becoming the most versa-
135tile tool for the exercise of freedom of expression globally.
136To that extent, the Internet should not be subjected to
137‘‘interference by public authority”,6 or limitation of access
138or control of content. The Spanish Senate recognized that
139all people have a fundamental right to access the Internet,
140without any discrimination. As freedom is an inherent con-
141dition to the Internet, it admitted the principle that no
142power can restrict this freedom and that its limits can only
143come from the Declaration of Human Rights.7

144Internet access in the European Union is seen as a ‘‘uni-
145versal service”, i.e., one that must be provided by Member
146States ‘‘at the quality specified to all end-users in their ter-
147ritory, independently of geographical location, and, in the
148light of specific national conditions, at an affordable price”
149[26, Art. 3]. Fixed location services have to be capable of
150‘‘data rates that are sufficient to permit functional Internet
151access, taking into account prevailing technologies used by
152the majority of subscribers and technological feasibility”
153([26, Art. 4] replaced by [28, Art. 1.3]). Expanding on this
154same line, the Ministry of Transport and Communication
155of Finland has passed a Decree in October 2009 on the
156characteristics that the access to Internet, as a universal
157service, should have [40]. In it, the Ministry demands from
158providers that fixed broadband connections should be en-
159sured with an average rate of at least one Mbps and that
160by 2015 a 100 Mbps backbone is within 2 km of every per-
161manent connection.
162Internet’s administrative intervention in the European
163Union was one of the most controversial issues in discus-
164sions on the reform of the so called Telecom8 package. It
165was expected that the European Parliament would promote
166legislative measures aimed at strengthening Internet

1 The Virginia Declaration of Rights (1776) was the model used for the
Bill of Rights by other states of the American Union.

2 The Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Citizen 1789 is
considered the first form of recognition of individual rights and liberties in
a legal instrument of any European country [46, p. 121].

3 Grocio, Hobbes, Spinoza, Locke, Pufendorf, Leibniz, Tomasio, Rousseau
and Kant are considered the most representative philosophers of the XVII,
XVIII and XIX centuries, who developed the natural law theory based on
reason [7].

4 The French throughout in the preamble, while the Americans, on the
other hand, through amendments.

5 Article 19 of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights reminds all
States that freedom of speech ‘‘includes freedom to hold opinions without
interference and to seek, receive and impart information and ideas through
any media and regardless of frontiers.” In the same line, Article 19.2 of the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights declares that ‘‘[e]very-
one shall have the right to freedom of expression; this right shall include
freedom to seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds,
regardless of frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print, in the form of art,
or through any other media of his choice.”

6 See Art. 10.1 [29].
7 See Spanish Senate diary of sessions of 9 December, 1999 at http://

www.senado.es/comredinf/ds/index.html.
8 The set of directives governing telecommunications in the European

Union, whose recent amendments have been incorporated in the Directive
2009/136/CE.
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167 end-user’s fundamental rights and freedoms, keeping
168 Amendment 138 as proposed:

169 ‘‘that no restriction may be imposed on the fundamen-
170 tal rights and freedoms of end-users, without a prior
171 ruling by the judicial authorities, notably in accordance
172 with Article 11 of the Charter of Fundamental Rights of
173 the European Union on freedom of expression and
174 information, save when public security is threatened
175 where the ruling may be subsequent.”

176 This proposition, supported several times by the European
177 Parliament [27,21,23,22], was amended at the eleventh
178 hour of the discussions of the Telecom package, as keeping
179 it without change went ‘‘beyond the competence of the
180 Community as laid down in Article 95 of the EC Treaty.”9

181 This new position, which was included in the Directive
182 2009/136/CE [28, Art. 1.3], opens the door to the interven-
183 tion of Internet communications through administrative
184 procedures, although it calls for respect of fundamental
185 rights and freedoms, as well as due process guarantees:

186 ‘‘Member States are encouraged to draw up, for them-
187 selves and in the interests of the Community, their
188 own tables illustrating, as far as possible, national mea-
189 sures regarding end-users’ access to, or use of, services
190 and applications through electronic communications
191 networks, shall respect the fundamental rights and
192 freedoms of natural persons, including in relation to
193 privacy and due process, as defined in Article 6 of the
194 European Convention for the Protection of Human
195 Rights and Fundamental Freedoms.”

196 The first amendment of the United States Constitution pro-
197 hibits Congress to pass laws that abridge the freedom of
198 speech or press. Nonetheless, in 1996 the USA Congress
199 approved theCommunications Decency Act (CDA) to protect
200 minors from ‘‘indecent” and ‘‘patently offensive” commu-
201 nications that ‘‘an international network of interconnected
202 computers that enables millions of people to communicate
203 with one another in ‘cyberspace’ and to access vast
204 amounts of information from around the world”, allows
205 [54]. This form of censorship of the freedom of speech
206 was alerted by the American Civil Rights Union (ACLU)
207 who filed a civil action against the CDA. The decision of
208 the special three-judge panel in ACLU, et al. V. Reno [60]
209 was favorable to freedom of speech, as it stated that:

210 ‘‘the Internet may fairly be regarded as a never-ending
211 worldwide conversation. Government may not,
212 through the CDA, interrupt that conversation. As the
213 most participatory form of mass speech yet developed,
214 the Internet deserves the highest protection from gov-
215 ernmental intrusion.”

216 Furthermore, this Court said that parents:

217 ‘‘can install blocking software on their home computers,
218 or they can subscribe to commercial online services that
219 provide parental controls. It is quite clear that powerful
220 market forces are at work to expand parental options to

221deal with these legitimate concerns. More fundamen-
222tally, parents can supervise their children’s use of the
223Internet or deny their children the opportunity to partic-
224ipate in themediumuntil they reach an appropriate age.”

225It is interesting what judge Dalzell explains before con-
226cluding that the CDA was unconstitutional:

227‘‘Just as the strength of the Internet is chaos, so the
228strength of our liberty depends upon the chaos and
229cacophony of the unfettered speech the First Amend-
230ment protects. The Internet and other online computer
231networks merit the highest protection from govern-
232mental intrusion.”

233Thus, the Supreme Court upheld the lower court judgment
234and the CDA was deemed unconstitutional:

235‘‘The interest in encouraging freedom of expression in a
236democratic society outweighs any theoretical but
237unproven benefit of censorship” [54].

238The CDA was followed by the Child Online Protection Act
239(COPA), which was called ‘‘Congress Decency Act II” by
240its critics, a scathing reference to their common goal. The
241Act sought the ‘‘restriction of access by minors to materials
242commercially distributed by means of world wide web
243that are harmful to minors.” The term ‘‘material that is
244harmful to minors”, whose commercial distribution
245entailed criminal sanctions, means any communication,
246picture, image, graphic image file, article, recording, writ-
247ing, or other matter of any kind that is obscene or that:

248‘‘(a) the average person, applying contemporary com-
249munity standards, would find, taking the material as a
250whole and with respect to minors, is designed to appeal
251to, or is designed to pander to, the prurient interest;
252(b) depicts, describes, or represents, in amannerpatently
253offensive with respect to minors, an actual or simulated
254sexual act or sexual contact, an actual or simulated nor-
255mal or perverted sexual act, or a lewd exhibition of the
256genitals or post-pubescent female breast; and
257(c) taken as a whole, lacks serious literary, artistic, polit-
258ical, or scientific value for minors.” [55, Apendix A]

259The COPA, like the CDA, reached the Supreme Court [55]
260who this time did not rule on its constitutionality, limiting
261its decision to:

262‘‘hold only that COPA’s reliance on community stan-
263dards to identify ‘material that is harmful to minors’
264does not by itself render the statute substantially over-
265broad for purposes of the First Amendment. We do not
266express any view as to whether COPA suffers from sub-
267stantial overbreadth for other reasons, whether the
268statute is unconstitutionally vague, or whether the Dis-
269trict Court correctly concluded that the statute likely
270will not survive strict scrutiny analysis once adjudica-
271tion of the case is completed below. While respondents
272urge us to resolve these questions at this time, prudence
273dictates allowing the Court of Appeals to first examine
274these difficult issues.”

275The case was forwarded to the Court of Appeals [59] who
276stated that the COPA was unconstitutional:

9 See the document A7-0070/2009 of European Parlament available in
http://www.europarl.europa.eu.
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277 ‘‘to avoid liability under COPA, affected Web publishers
278 would either need to severely censor their publications
279 or implement an age or credit card verification system
280 whereby any material that might be deemed harmful
281 by the most puritan of communities in any state is
282 shielded behind such a verification system. Shielding
283 such vast amounts of material behind verification sys-
284 tems would prevent access to protected material by
285 any adult seventeen or over without the necessary age
286 verification credentials. Moreover, it would completely
287 bar access to those materials to all minors under 17 –
288 even if the material would not otherwise have been
289 deemed ‘harmful’ to them in their respective geo-
290 graphic communities.”

291 In France, things have not been very different. With the
292 HADOPI Act, which by means of an administrative proce-
293 dure orders the disconnection of P2P users that share copy-
294 righted cultural contents, the Constitutional Council went
295 back to the Declaration of the Rights of Man and of the Cit-
296 izen to conclude that the freedom of speech could not be
297 trusted to a new nonjudicial authority in order to protect
298 holders of copyrights and neighboring rights, as the ‘‘free
299 communication of ideas and opinions is one of the most
300 precious of the rights of man” [14]. The Council recognizes
301 that Internet is a powerful tool in the exercise of the free-
302 dom of speech and this is why only a court of law -as
303 guardian of freedom- can restrict access to it. Therefore,
304 Internet access acquires the level of a fundamental right.
305 The response of the Executive against the Constitutional
306 Council’s decision was almost immediate. Less than fifteen
307 days were enough to present a criminal bill (HADOPI II Act)
308 to the Senate [39], in order to complete the mechanism of
309 ‘‘graduated response” of the HADOPI Act. Copyrighted con-
310 tent file-sharing becomes a form of piracy, a criminal
311 offense that can only be declared by a court of law, theoret-
312 ically solving the questions posed by the Council. Hence,
313 after the warnings have been submitted to the infringer,
314 the case is brought to a criminal court that might sentence
315 him with the suspension of Internet access for up to a year
316 and a ban on signing a new contract.
317 In summary, we witness a wide scale recognition of the
318 Internet access as a basic human right. This view will cer-
319 tainly have a great impact on the Internet of the future.
320 However, there is an ongoing struggle on the extent of
321 Internet access and of measures to control it that may have
322 a huge impact on tomorrow’s Internet, a struggle between
323 a confrontational approach, aiming at banning physical
324 access to copyrighted content on the Internet10 and on
325 the other, an approach aiming at taxing such access.

3264. Cultural resources in Internet as a public good

3274.1. Public goods

328In the economic literature [50] a public good is defined
329as a good that is non-rivalrous and non-excludable. Non-
330rivalrous because the consumption of the good by one user
331will not leave less of the resource for the remaining users.
332Non-excludable because the consumption of the good doe-
333snot exclude other users from simultaneously consuming
334it. In this sense, the good is public not because it is pro-
335duced by a public entity, but because its consumption is
336publicly available.
337Cultural contents share these characteristics, meaning
338they can be seen as public goods. But the Legislator has
339created, with copyrights, artificial means to limit access
340to them. The reproduction of cultural contents has been
341the main monopoly on which the cultural contents produc-
342tion industry (CPI) has based its revenue. If everybody
343could copy cultural contents without paying compensa-
344tions to the CPI, the industry and the authors would be
345put in an impasse.

3464.2. The free rider problem

347Olson [42] thought that people would become active in
348promoting a common interest only if the group is small or
349they are forced to do it. Otherwise, they would only act
350according to their individual interests, even if that impairs
351the common goal. This selfish individual, the free rider, will
352not feel obliged to contribute voluntarily to the provision
353of the common good once it has been produced, as he can-
354not be excluded from reaping the benefits. At the heart of
355every collective action model, Ostrom [43] says, lies the
356problem of the free rider.
357In the file sharing context, P2P users are seen as free rid-
358ers by the CPI, as they can acquire cultural contents they
359like without paying for them. Thus, economic compensa-
360tion can be equated to some sort of provisioning of the
361public good, as authors, performers and the CPI contribute
362with cultural contents, but users of P2P networks have no
363other way to do it. Interestingly, among engineers and
364researchers who develop P2P protocols, a free rider has
365the opposite meaning: it is someone who does not share
366with others the files he has.

3674.3. Provision of the public good

368The reproduction of copyrighted cultural contents ‘‘in
369any manner or form” [66, Art. 9.1] is an exclusive right
370granted to authors, performers and producers of cultural
371contents, as well as broadcasting organizations [66,70,68,
37267,25]. This means that to reproduce a work protected by
373copyright laws, the authorization from rightholders should
374be obtained. However, this right may have some excep-
375tions in ‘‘special cases”, provided that the reproduction
376does not conflict with the ‘‘normal exploitation” of the
377work or that the exemption causes ‘‘unreasonable pre-
378judice” to the copyright holders interests [66, Art. 9.2],
379[70, Art. 13], [68, Art. 16.2]. Within the framework of the

10 The secretive way with which the USA, EU, Mexico, Japan, Canada,
South Korea, Australia and other countries have been negotiating an
agreement to implement a worldwide HADOPI-like model is a clear
example of a strategy aiming at controlling the Internet. For more
information see Michael Geist’s report in http://www.michaelgeist.ca/,
and La Quadratura du Net coverage in http://www.laquadrature.net/acta.
The European Parliament has also expressed in a resolution [24] ‘‘its
concern over the lack of a transparent process in the conduct of the ACTA
negotiations, a state of affairs at odds with the letter and spirit of the TFEU;
is deeply concerned that no legal base was established before the start of
the ACTA negotiations and that parliamentary approval for the negotiating
mandate was not sought”.
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380 European Union and with the aim of harmonizing the rules
381 on copyright in the member States, a common scheme of
382 legal limitations or exceptions regarding the reproduction
383 of cultural contents is incorporated in the directive 29/
384 2001/CE, allowing the development and smooth function-
385 ing of the cultural industries. Thus, we find in the European
386 economic context the enforceability of a ‘‘fair compensa-
387 tion”11 to those, who for private use, reproduce copyrighted
388 works.12

389 Two schemes of compensation can be seen in different
390 legislations throughout the world; we describe these in
391 the two following subsections. We also describe YouTube’s
392 initiative as a way for the private initiative to provide for
393 the public good.

394 4.3.1. The private copying levy on recordable media,
395 reproduction equipment and Internet access
396 The private copy levy is a compensation mechanism
397 that is established on analog and digital devices that allow
398 unauthorized copying of cultural contents. This tax is
399 based on the idea of uncontrolled future events that the
400 use of such equipment may trigger in the economic exploi-
401 tation of cultural works.13

402 The levy may depend on the ability to copy that the de-
403 vice allows [49]. The distribution of revenue collected may
404 depend on a law or on a contract subject to the supervision
405 of a public authority.14

406 The indiscriminate way by which the levy is usually ap-
407 plied, has been the key rebuttal argument by consumer
408 associations [3,57], since in many cases those who acquire
409 the cultural content, do not intend to copy or, actually,
410 make copies of it, and the consumer who buys blank media
411 does it not necessarily with the intent of copying copy-
412 righted works.
413 The possibility of applying this levy on the Internet con-
414 nections is a solution to the file sharing issue that has not
415 been entirely abandoned in the public debate. We believe
416 that the European Legislator [25, Recital 35] wanted to
417 avoid that consumers incur a double payment of the levy,
418 and hence it is established only as an exception to the
419 exclusive right of reproduction that the rightholders have
420 on their works.15

421 The establishment of a levy on the connection may also
422 lead Internet users to assume that they have acquired a
423 legitimate right of reproduction, rather than an obligation
424 to compensate, on the works they have downloaded
425 through the Internet.

426 4.3.2. Blanket license
427 An alternative legislative approach to restricting access
428 has been to impose taxes on Internet access. Who would

429pay the tax? Several proposals have been considered: (i)
430all subscribers to the Internet access, (ii) all subscribers
431to high bandwidth access, and (iii) all subscribers except
432those who declare they will not download unauthorized
433files.
434In France, in the National Assembly debates on the
435DADVSI 16 Act, an amendment to the Intellectual Property
436Code that promoted the creation of an Optional Blanket Li-
437cense (OBL) to legalize noncommercial file-sharing of cul-
438tural contents protected by copyright and compensate
439their rightholders, was proposed.
440This OBL17 was essentially an authorization granted by
441the authors to Internet users for unlimited access to their
442work, in exchange for a flat monthly payment 18 made as
443compensation. This compensation would have been col-
444lected by the ISPs and collectively managed.
445The proposal did not find support among the CPI and
446was eventually rejected by the French parliament arguing
447that it benefited neither the creators nor the consumers,
448because:

449(1) The ISPs would have been forced to implement sur-
450veillance measures on the network.19

451(2) The license would have increased the subscription
452price of Internet access.20

453(3) It did not respect the chronology of the media.21 By
454contrast, in European countries like UK, Spain, Den-
455mark, Italy, Serbia and Lithuania, there are no laws
456that guarantee a chronology [36].
457(4) There was no viable proposition for the distribution
458of revenue collected.22

459

460However, a group of parliament members were reluc-
461tant to abandon the idea that, in France, the internauts
462could opt for a blanket license: nine identical proposals
463asking for its implementation have been discussed in the
464parliamentary debate23 of the HADOPI II Act, and again,
465they have been rejected by the majority using, basically,

11 For more information see [20].
12 On the other hand, United Kingdom, Cyprus, Ireland, Luxembourg and
Malta do not provide compensation for private copying in their legislations.
13 The damage claimed by the CPI is based on the idea that every ‘‘single”
or CD not sold is due to the acquisition of a copy. However, it is not clear
that anyone who is not allowed to get a copy of a cultural content is going
to replace it by buying the original.
14 To know more on the distribution mechanism see [19, pp. 3–5].
15 The ADSL connection is merely a connection, not a reproduction
equipment, thus it cannot lead to any private copy levy [48].

16 The Loi sur le Droit d’Auteur et les Droits Voisins dans la Société de

l’Information (Loi Nro. 2006-961 du 1er Août), was drafted to transpose EU
directive 2001/29/CE into French law.
17 Supported by more than 14,000 authors, performers, producers,
designers, photographers and consumers of L’Alliance ‘‘Public-Artistes”.
See http://www.lalliance.org/pages/1_1.html.
18 Between 5 to 7 Euros.
19 The OBL posed a ‘‘tragedy of the commons” [33], as the lack of control
mechanisms gives no incentive to pay the license. See Section 5.1.
20 If no surveillance measures are implemented, the license should be
compulsory, with the increased price of subscription service a logical
consequence.
21 The chronology of the media is a protectionist measure designed to
ensure the economic development of the domestic film industry versus the
foreign one. The aim of the measure is to establish a schedule -after the
premiere in cinemas- for dissemination of film in other media. Mandatory
minimum periods have to be completed before moving films from cinemas
to home video (DVD, Blu-ray disc), and from it to television broadcasts. In
France, an agreement has been recently signed to adjust the chronology of
the media (see Arrêté du 9 juillet 2009 pris en application de l’article 30-7 du

code de l’industrie cinématographique, NOR: MCCK0916018A).
22 The fact that the blanket license involved a distribution of income
based on a representative sample of works downloaded through the P2P
networks with no correlation with the market reality, was questioned.
23 See http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/13/dossiers/protection_
penale_proplitt.asp.
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466 the same arguments used to reject the OBL proposed in the
467 DADVSI Act.24

468 A similar proposal has been raised by the Electronic
469 Frontier Foundation (EFF) as a legitimating mechanism of
470 a socially accepted Internet behavior [63]. The Songwriters
471 Association of Canada (SAC) promotes a ‘‘proposal for the
472 monetization of the file sharing of music from the song-
473 writer and recording artists of Canada”, i.e., a blanket li-
474 cense for file sharing. For this license, the rightholders
475 ask for the reform of the Copyright Act, in which a new
476 reproduction right,25 to obtain compensation for the repro-
477 duction of their works through file sharing, will be recog-
478 nized. Although a file-sharing license is proposed on an
479 optional basis, the fee will only be exempted if the Internet
480 user agrees not to perform file-sharing and, if caught, he
481 agrees to pay a predetermined compensation in damages.
482 These proposals have several common elements:

483 (1) Existence of a collecting society for the distribution
484 of the revenue.
485 (2) ISPs will act as fee collecting entities.
486 (3) Internet service subscribers will make a monthly
487 payment of the license fee.
488 (4) Voluntary participation of creators, rightholders and
489 Internet users.
490 (5) Legalization of the exchange of cultural contents on
491 the Internet.
492

493 Notwithstanding, there are voices like that of Birming-
494 ham City University Andrew Dubber, who opposes this
495 kind of licensing scheme arguing that it will only solve
496 the cash flow of the major recording labels and that ISPs
497 should not be a police force and revenue collecting agency
498 of the CPI.26 With this in mind, Harvard professor William
499 Fisher has launched in Hong Kong a commercial applica-
500 tion called Noank,27 which is based on his proposal for a
501 global license as an alternative compensation mechanism
502 [30]. In it, the control, collection and pricing strategies
503 are managed centrally, using a client that can search for
504 and download the required contents. Right holders, by
505 placing their works in Noank, pick one of two types of li-
506 censes. In the first scheme, reproduction and distribution
507 rights, as well as those that allow the creation of derivative
508 works, are licensed. In the second scheme, this last right is
509 not licensed. The difference between the two schemes
510 leads to a reduction in licensing fees to the assigned work
511 for the owners who choose the latter.
512 A different kind of blanket license business model was
513 launched in China by Google [4], which shared advertise-
514 ment revenues with its associates (the four biggest record-
515 ing labels plus many smaller ones) to offer unlimited free
516 downloads from a catalog of more than one million songs.

517The objective of this strategy was, from Google’s side, to
518gain market share against Baidu, the biggest search engine
519in China. From the CPI side, it is clear that the move was
520aimed to help it increase the pyrrhic revenues obtained
521from the Chinese music market (estimated as close to
522US$ 90 million). There are reports that Google was using
523China as a testing bench to perfect the model and expand
524it to other countries [31].

5254.3.3. Private initiatives
526Beyond the first private initiatives that attempted to ex-
527ploit the phenomenon of file sharing through P2P net-
528works, such as those of Napster [58] and Grokster [56]
529that were deemed illegal and thus forced to close opera-
530tions, the most successful model for the provision of the
531digital cultural commons has been that of YouTube.28 Non-
532theless, by allowing its users to post any content they like,
533YouTube was exposing itself to the same kind of argument
534that was used as a beheading tool of both, Napster and
535Grokster, i.e., its liability to contributory copyright
536infringement as its application allowed the massive
537infringement of copyrights by its users. As Driscoll [17] re-
538flected, and later the U.S. District Court for the Southern
539District of New York stated [61], YouTube should be
540granted ‘‘safe harbor” from the DMCA29 sanctions as its
541behavior was sufficiently different from that of both Napster
542and Grokster, taking down any infringing content reported
543by copyright holders. Furthermore, YouTube has established
544agreements with media giants in exchange of some part of
545the advertising revenues [12,51,62,64], recently renewing
546with Warner Music despite a long and particularly bitter
547process in which the media corporation removed all its con-
548tents [10]. A deal has also been signed with the U.S. Govern-
549ment that will allow federal agencies to post contents on
550Internet through YouTube’s service as well as other content
551providers and social networks [37].
552Whether YouTube’s business model has been successful
553is a different story. A report by Credit Suisse [52] originally
554estimating YouTube’s operating losses at $470 million, was
555later revised [53] to include the effect of traffic peering,
556reducing YouTube’s traffic bill from $360 million to
557$300 million. RampRate has challenged these figures, esti-
558mating operating losses of $174 million, by increasing the
559amount of traffic peered by YouTube, while adding cheaper
560non-peered traffic due to direct deals with Tier 1 providers
561and better wholesale rates due to Google’s bulk purchasing
562power [47]. A more recent analysis carried out by Citi-
563group’s analyst Mark Mahaney has upped YouTube’s reve-

24 In http://www.assemblee-nationale.fr/13/cri/2008-2009-extra/
20091027.asp.
25 It is our opinion that more than a new right of reproduction, what they
ask for is the specification of a particular way of reproduction of works
subject to copyright rules.
26 See http://www.musicthinktank.com/blog/the-blanket-license-
debate.html.
27 See http://www.noankmedia.com/howitworks.html.

28 According to a study made by comScore, YouTube holds 41% of the
online video market share in the U.S. alone. In second place comes Fox
Interactive media with only 3.1% [13].
29 The Digital Millenium Copyright Act is the law that oversees the
management of copyrights in the digital realm. It states the requirements
that, for a particular type of activity, a service or content provider needs to
be granted safe harbor protection, a kind of exemption to its users
infringement. YouTube falls into the ‘‘system storage” safe harbor protec-
tion, as it performs ‘‘storage at the direction of a user of material that
resides on a system or network controlled or operated by the service [or
content] provider”, lacks ‘‘actual knowledge” of the infrigement, and upon
proper notice takes measures to remove or block the infringing content. See
17 United States Code (U.S.C.) §512(c).
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564 nue estimation for 2011 to about $1.1 billion of which Goo-
565 gle will keep $700 million. The high variability in these fig-
566 ures comes from YouTube’s secrecy, as any word would
567 mean a larger bill in revenue sharing with its media
568 partners.
569 Independently of YouTube’s financial success, it has be-
570 come what Gehl [32] has defined as a Wunderkammer or
571 ‘‘closet of wonders”, a digital shelf ‘‘waiting either to over-
572 whelm a visitor or to be utilized by savvy new entrepre-
573 neurs”. This shelf is filled with what its users deem should
574 be saved for posterity, a place where popularity have a dif-
575 ferent meaning of the concept created bymainstreammed-
576 ia. But YouTube goes beyond being a place of democratic
577 storage, it is also a showcase for the massive exhibition of
578 these digital objects in such a way that, without directly
579 selling its product to the same people that keeps it alive, a
580 penny can be made on this heavy tailed repository.30

581 5. Internet access as a commons

582 5.1. Commons

583 By speaking of ‘‘commons” we refer to the ability of a
584 group of people to access a resource without someone
585 from that group having the right or power to exclude any-
586 one else from using it [34]. In regard to whether the com-
587 mons itself takes place in an open access regime -without
588 regulation- or in a limited access regime -regulated- there
589 is discussion generated from the argument raised by the
590 biologist Garret Hardin’swarning of the unsustainability
591 of common resources, ‘‘open to everyone”, that he called
592 ‘‘the tragedy of the commons” [33]. Hardin’s commonspor-
593 tray a resource that anybody can access without any
594 restriction to its use. His thesis, has been rebutted by many
595 people who explain that the metaphor used in the model
596 confuses the commons resource with the open access (res
597 nullius) without restrictions.31

598 Regulations have not been limited to defining who was
599 allowed to access the ‘‘commons” (it was restricted to com-
600 moners to whom the lord gave a use right). The English
601 commons limited the number of animals that villagers
602 could feed in the summer, as they could not exceed the
603 number that could be fed in the winter [15]. The capacity
604 of the land was used to fix a constraint on the use of the
605 commons.
606 Ellickson [18] considers that it is necessary to differen-
607 tiate between an open access resource, which everybody

608can use, and common property, where the resource use is
609limited to the community. Under a pure or ideal state of
610open access, each person is authorized to take out resource
611units, but no person or group of persons have exclusive
612rights to manage or sell assets. By contrast, the members
613under a regime of communal property, not only can enter
614and remove units of the resource, but they also have rights
615to manage the resource and exclude those who are not
616members of the community.
617Finally, Munzer [41] thinks that the cause of the tragedy
618of the commons lies in the absence of cooperation, not in
619the restriction of use, as community members may agree
620in several ways on how the common resource should be
621managed. This is what Elinor Ostrom [43,45,44] has shown
622in her research about the sustainability of the commons.
623Therefore, in this paper we will be using the term ‘‘com-
624mons” for a regulated resource that is non-excludable, but
625it is rivalrous.

6265.2. Internet layers

627Yochai Benkler [6] sees the Internet as a communication
628system designed under three interconnected layers that to-
629gether make the Internet a commons: the physical layer
630refers to both distribution channel as well as the devices
631to produce and communicate the information. These de-
632vices are controlled by the ISPs or by the Internet users.
633The logical layer includes the data transmission standards
634and protocols, e.g. the set of protocols of the TCP/IP model
635that since its inception was designed and used like a com-
636mons. And finally a content layer that includes the cultural
637expressions that can be stocked and distributed through-
638out the net, e.g. music, films, books.
639All these layers can be free or controlled [38]: they are
640free when they are organized as a commons and everybody
641can access them under equal conditions, and they are con-
642trolled when somebody has the right and the power to ex-
643clude anyone from its use. At the same time one layer can
644be both free or controlled like, for example, the content
645layer, in which we have cultural contents protected by
646copyright rules and cultural contents under public domain
647or free access.

6485.3. The open wireless networks as a commons

649Several models have been presented on how wireless
650networks can be seen as a commons. The most recent,
651but also the most ambitious, is the supercommons theory
652laid down by Kevin Werbach [65], in which anyone is al-
653lowed to transmit ‘‘anywhere, anytime, and in any way”,
654moving regulation from the spectrum to the devices. This
655model focuses on the inefficiency of frequency allocation
656regulations, and how networks that self allocate frequen-
657cies of a commons (e.g. WiMAX), are much more efficient.
658Benkler [5] referred to this physical layer commons as
659‘‘open wireless networks”.
660From the point of view of Internet connectivity, an open
661wireless network can be seen as a network of wireless ac-
662cess points that are, each one, connected to the Internet
663through their own link, which is contracted by some
664individual or group, and that are open for use by other

30 YouTube’s success has sprouted many competitors like Vimeo, Hulu
and Vevo, the first one applying the democratic aspect of YouTube’s storage
while generating revenue through ads as well as from power uploaders
fees, and the last two allowing content only from the media giants while
getting their revenue from paying customers who want to access premium
content.
31 Bollier argues that the pessimistic attitude regarding the sustainability
of the commons is maintained in part ‘‘because the commons is frequently
confused with an open-access regime, a free-for-all in which a resource is
essentially open to everyone without restriction.”[8] According to Capel
[11], communal property has been misinterpreted many times and treated
like a free access resource without regulation. Bruce [9] explains that the
commons, in the English common law, implies a regulation in the form of
access to the common resource.
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665 individuals. If the network is open to everyone who wants
666 to use its resources, it acts as a public good. On the other
667 hand, if the network is open only to members of a particu-
668 lar community, then it will be a commons.
669 An open wireless network is susceptible to free riding,
670 because many users might be willing to use the resources
671 available, but not to open their own access points for the
672 use of others. In [16], we can see that open networks are
673 also vulnerable to overgrazing (over exploitation of the re-
674 sources), stealing (identity or resources thievery), poaching
675 (blocking of some user’s traffic to increase one’s own),
676 tainting (spreading, unknowingly, viruses and worms to
677 other users’ devices) and contamination (malicious reduc-
678 tion of the bandwidth available to other users).
679 To guarantee the provision of the open network, one
680 might think that a commons, in which users that would
681 like to tap the available resources are required to provide
682 their own Internet connected wireless access point, is a
683 good solution. But even if each access point is password
684 protected and the passwords are shared between the
685 members of the commons, one or more commoners could
686 provide some of these passwords to family or friends, thus
687 ensuring that the commons’ provision would be compro-
688 mised. Solutions to the other problems require the applica-
689 tion of security measures on each user’s computer, but, to
690 some extent, the vulnerability of the network is always
691 present. Monitoring of both, resources and users, might
692 help the robustness of the network, but this strategy would
693 be no different from the measures stated in the HADOPI.
694 A more complex variant of this kind of open wireless
695 network is the model of Benkler [6] in which access points
696 will not only be open to traffic from any user as the com-
697 moners decide, but also will have capabilities to search
698 neighboring networks, always securing the best route to
699 send traffic. The ISPs under this architecture would provide
700 access to Internet through these wireless access points, and
701 the last mile should be provided by the cooperative action
702 of the Internet local users behaving as a commons. The
703 presence of a commons in the cooperative last mile
704 throughout the proprietary broadband, removes the bot-
705 tleneck that ISPs set on last miles to control what is sent,
706 to whom and with what level of productivity and interac-
707 tivity. Again, the network will be only as open as the last
708 mile commoners decide.

709 6. Conclusions

710 This paper complements our analysis in [69,1,2]. In [69]
711 we have presented an introduction to the interplay be-
712 tween legislation and information technology that accom-
713 panied the developments of the Internet along with the
714 possibilities it opened for free access to copyrighted music
715 and films. We have studied, in particular, the various actors
716 involved, their interests and the interactions between the
717 various actors. Economic modeling of these conflicts along
718 with that of alternative approaches for collaboration be-
719 tween actors was presented in [2]. In this paper we pre-
720 sented the historical and ideological contexts of the
721 conflicts that are due to the very wide access to culture
722 and knowledge that the Internet technology opens. We

723highlighted the central role that the access to the Internet
724plays in what many countries understand as basic human
725rights. We further summarized the economic identification
726of the Internet with the concept of public goods, and of the
727access to it as commons. Finally, in [1] we have studied the
728impact that the so called ‘‘sampling effect” and the CPI’s
729legal prosecution strategy carried out against random file
730sharers had have on sales, pointing out that only attractive
731pricing schemes can tip file sharers’ behavior into that of
732regular customers.
733Our main conclusion is that there is quite a consensus
734that the Internet is a tool for the exercise of the freedom
735of speech and that the access to it is an elementary right.
736This access, however, will have limitations when it comes
737into conflict with other rights. At present there seems to
738be an agreement on what such rights are. Yet, there is a
739strong debate on the way to guarantee those rights, with
740the confrontational approach on the one hand, aiming at
741banning physical access to copyrighted content on the
742Internet, and on the other hand the approach aiming at
743taxing such access.
744The future Internet will be very much influenced by the
745legal and economic positions that nations adopt in the
746above mentioned debate. In particular, with a confronta-
747tional approach winning, we may expect a shift from
748research on P2P file sharing, towards research on identify-
749ing copyright infringers.
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